Lesson 13 – Sculpting Appliqué Patches
Sculpting Appliqué Patches
Elegant sculptured roses floating across a quilt top. Poufy teddy bears prancing
across a child’s quilt. Padded appliqué patches enhance the dimensional aspects of a
quilt just as quilting does.
With QuikPrep Appliqué we can very quickly add this technique to our quilts.
You already know how. Just use the lining technique and substitute a piece of batting for
the white, bleached muslin. It’s that simple.
The first question that springs to mind is “What kind of batting should I use?”
My answer would be to use whatever kind of batting you would like. There is no right or
wrong. Different battings produce different looks. The thicker the batt the more
sculptured , 3-dimensional and firmer the look.
Personally, I prefer wool batting for sculpting. Sometimes I use 2 layers of
batting. When I do this, I use a thin batt on the bottom layer then top it with a piece of
wool batting. I treat the two battings as if they were one. That is, when I baste them in
place I baste both at once. These two batts can get quite thick so it is often necessary to
cut the top batt first, then cut the bottom batt when cutting out the shape.
There are two ways of handling the actual mechanics of padding appliqué patches
that are a part of a larger unit. We will use our rose as an example.
Methods of sculpting patches:
1. Pad each appliqué patch individually giving a sculptured look.
2. Pad the entire rose with one piece of batting giving a padded look. It is
possible to get a sculptured look with one piece of batting. You just have to be
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sure that every appliqué stitch catches the background fabric. When working with
thick batting, it is a temptation to appliqué the top appliqué fabric to the bottom
layer of appliqué fabric. This doesn’t produce a sculpted look – just a padded
look. To produce a sculpted look using Method 2, your appliqué stitches must go
through the background fabric.

Photo at the left above shows Method 1. Each individual petal is being padded
individually. The photo at the right above shows Method 2. In this case the entire rose
was padded with a single piece of batting.
For either method we will baste our batting in place so that it won’t bunch up as
we handle it or wash it. However, we will not pull our thread tight resulting in indentures
in our batting. Instead we will gently pull the thread until the batting is firmly against the
background fabric but before we have produced any indentures in the batting.
Follow these steps for either method.
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1. Use the Pin Method of Placement (page20) to place pins directly on the pencil
line on the backside of the background fabric of the shape or patch that we are
going to pad.
2. Place your batting over the area to be padded as marked by the pins. If using
multiple layers of batting, lay them together and treat as one piece of batting.
Gently spread it across this area. Do not stretch tight. Pin in place.
3. Turn to the back. Using a black thread, baste directly on the pencil line.
4. Using a white thread that is knotted at the end, baste about 1/4” – 3/8” inside
the black thread. Do not pull this thread so tight that indentures are made in
the batting. Knot end when done basting.
5. Cut your batting inside the black thread. Remove the black stitches and the
excess batting. If using multi-layers of batting you may need to cut just the
top layer the first time, then go back and cut the bottom layer.
6. Place your appliqué fabric over the lining. Do not stretch tight. If you stretch
it too tight it will draw up the background fabric and reduce the size of your
project. Pin in place.
7. Flip to the backside and QuikPrep stitch directly on the pencil line. Appliqué
as usual.
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